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Abstract
Cross validation (CV) is an effective yet computationally expensive tool for assessing
the out of sample error for many methods in machine learning and statistics. Previous
work has shown that methods to approximate CV can be very accurate and computationally cheap, but only for low dimensional problems. In this thesis, a modification
of existing methods is developed to extend the high accuracy of these techniques to
high dimensional settings.
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1-1

Scaling of existing methods for approximate cross validation for unregularized linear regression.

When the dimension D of the regres-

sion parameters is in constant ratio with the number of observations,

D/N

=

1/10, we see that the approximation error goes down at the

(1/v/'N-) rate described in [12]. With a fixed dimension of D = 2,
however, we see the error goes down at the significantly faster rate of
O(1/N 2 ) as described in [2]. We describe conditions under which we
can recover the same O(1/N 2 ) for a dimension that grows as o(eN).

4-1

(Left:) Accuracy of experiments from Section 4.1.

.

10

Percent error is

computed as in Eq. (4.1). Note the error in Eq. (2.5) (red curve) is
not noticeable but is nonzero: it varies between -0.06%

and 0.04%.

(Right:) Timings of results from Section 4.1. The legend is the same
as on the left, with the addition of blue showing the runtime of exact
CV for the f, regularized model (the D x D matrix inversion needed
for approximating CV in the smoothed problem is so slow that even
exact CV with an efficient f, solver is faster).
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. . . . . . . . . . . . .

28

4-2

Illustration of the role of support recovery in the accuracy of the approximation in Eq. (2.5) in the case of linear regression. On the left,
we show the average Isupp

\nI1,

with the average taken over a few ran-

.

dom values of n and error bars showing the min and max Isupp \n I
For A = 10.0

log(D)/N, the mean recovered support remains con-

stant with N. On the other hand, for A = 1.0 /log(D)/N, JsuppO\nI is
growing with N, as well as hugely varying for different values of n. As
a result, we are forced to approximate the behavior of a much higher
dimensional optimization problem. The right plot shows the resulting
reduced accuracy in terms of Eq. (4.1) as D scales with N: when the
support recovery is constant, we recover an error scaling of 0(1/N 2 ),
whereas a growing support results in a much slower decay.
4-3

. . . . . .

29

(Left:) Accuracy for real data experiments in Section 4.3. For each
dataset, we give the accuracy of approximate CV compared to exact
CV for both

f2

regularized models using the existing Eq. (2.2) and

f, regularized models using our proposed Eq. (2.5). We compute "%
Error" as in Eq. (4.1). (Right:) Timings for the same experiments.
4-4

Experiment for selecting A from Section 4.4.

(Left:)

.

31

Despite being

very accurate for higher values of A, approximate CV's degredation
in accuracy for lower values of A (which corresponds to a larger S)
causes the selection of a A that is far from optimal in terms of test loss.
(Right:) For a lower dimensional problem, the curve constructed by
approximate CV much more closely mirrors that of exact CV for all
values of A.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cross validation is a useful tool for assessing the accuracy of many methods in machine
learning and statistics. Although generically applicable and straightforward to use,
it has the downside of requiring many re-fittings of the same model.

As machine

learning models often use as much computation as possible, even a single fitting can
be very time consuming. To this end, practitioners typically use k-fold CV with a
small k (e.g., five or ten), as this only requires k re-fittings of the model. While k-fold
CV is more computationally efficient, leave-1-out CV is known to be asymptotically
more accurate for assessing the out of sample error [3, 1]. Unfortunately, leave-1-out
CV is hugely computationally expensive, as it requires N refittings, where N is the
number of observed datapoints.
To this end, the topic of approximate leave-1-out CV has recently become an
active area of research [2, 12, 17, 4]. The core methods proposed by these four works
are fairly similar (see Chapter 2 for an overview), have been shown to be empirically
successful, and some work has been done to show their accuracy theoretically.

[2]

demonstrate that, given both the parameter-space and data-space are bounded, the
approximation error is Op(1/N 2 ), for the amount of data N growing and the dimension
of the parameter 0 to be estimated, D = dim9, staying fixed.
and some more restrictive assumptions than

[2]

[12] make some less

and are able to recover an error

scaling of Op(1/V) for the high-dimensional case of D/N converging to a constant.
Finally, with the exception of assuming a fixed dimension,

9

[4]

make the least restrictive
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Figure 1-1: Scaling of existing methods for approximate cross validation for unregularized linear regression. When the dimension D of the regression parameters is in
constant ratio with the number of observations, D/N = 1/10, we see that the approximation error goes down at the 0(1/V/W) rate described in [12]. With a fixed
dimension of D - 2, however, we see the error goes down at the significantly faster
rate of 0(1/N 2 ) as described in [2]. We describe conditions under which we can
recover the same 0(1/N 2) for a dimension that grows as o(eN).

assumptions, and obtain an error rate of O(1/N).
Our key takeaway from the above works is that all recently studied approaches
to approximate cross-validation are very accurate with a small, fixed dimension, but
have either unstudied or significantly reduced accuracy when the dimension of the
parameters is high relative to the amount of data; see Fig. 1-1 for an illustration of
this in the case of linear regression. We argue that this is a fairly important point, as
the major cases of interest when N is large are also high dimensional. In particular, if
N is significantly larger than D, the training loss is usually a good approximation to
the test error, and any form of CV is relatively unnecessary; for example, well known
results in empirical risk minimization imply that, for fixed dimension, the training
error fairly quickly approaches the true error (see, e.g., [14]).
A common theme in high dimensional statistics and machine learning is to assume
that a high dimensional problem really has a much lower "effective dimension." For
example, the high dimensional data may be low rank, or the true parameter underlying
the data may be sparse. Since parameter estimation can be made significantly more
accurate in the presence of such low effective dimension, one might wonder if the same
can be said of approximate CV. The example in Fig. 1-1 provides evidence that this

10

is not immediately true: the higher dimensional problem shown there (the blue line)
has a sparse true parameter but still suffers from a reduction in accuracy.
Our main contribution is to demonstrate one case in which this notion of effective
dimension is helpful for approximate CV - that of f, regularized generalized linear
models (GLMs) with data generated by a sparse parameter. The theoretical properties of f, regularization and other sparsity inducing regularizers has been extensively
studied [11, 10, 8, 16]; it is generally shown that, under certain conditions on the
amount of regularization and the structure of the problem, the recovered parameter
0 is very accurate and/or has the correct support. Drawing on this body of work,
we show that f, regularized GLMs have special structure that is not present when
using other regularizers that allows approximate CV methods to be highly accurate,
even when the dimension grows with N. In particular, we propose a modification of
existing approximations and prove conditions under which it successfully takes advantage of the sparse structure in f, regularized problems to obtain an accuracy and
computational expense equivalent to that of a small, fixed dimensional problem. As a
major step along the way, we prove conditions under which the exact solution to the
f 1 regularized problem remains stable as each datapoint is held out. In experiments
with synthetic and real data, we show that this increased accuracy and decreased
runtime is realized in practice: the sparsity of f, regularized problems allows our
approximation to be significantly more accurate and quicker compared to existing
approximate CV methods run with different regularizers on the same data.

11
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Chapter 2
Overview of Approximation

At the heart of all previous approximate cross validation methods is a linear approximation to the solution 9 of the optimization problem:

(2.1)

9 A arg min F(9) + AR(9),
OERD

where A > 0 is a regularization parameter, R : RD

-R R is

some regularization

function, and F : RD -+*R is some function that decomposes into N terms: F(O) =
(1/N) EN_1

fn(9). In this work, we focus on the case of generalized linear models

(GLMs), in which F(O) = (1/N) En f(xn', yn), where Xn E RD and yn E R are
observed data. Let

9\n

be the solution to the same problem with the nth datapoint

held out and H(6) the Hessian of F + AR evaluated at 6. Then, if we assume f and
R are twice differentiable and F(O) + AR(9) is strongly convex at 9, the following
approach from

[4]

gives an approximation 6\n to 6\":

:=

- H()-

(2.2)

nf(49, yn).

An alternative is to use the approach given by [2, 12, 17]:

-

(H($)

-

Vlf(x j,

13

yn))

Vof(x j,

yn).

(2.3)

In general, this approach requires the inversion of a D x D matrix per each 6\n
evaluated, whereas Eq. (2.2) only requires a single inversion to evaluate all 6\n. In
general, this is a O(ND) computational cost to evaluate all 6\n by Eq. (2.3) versus
a O(D 3 + ND 2 ) cost for using Eq. (2.2) (one matrix inversion plus N matrix multiplications). In the special case of generalized linear models, each V2f is actually
a rank one matrix, so standard rank-one update formulas give that only one inversion is required; see Appendix A for a derivation and discussion of both approaches.
Looking forward to more general cases, however, we prefer to study the generally
computationally cheaper approach given by Eq. (2.2). We stress, though, that even
a single inversion of a D x D matrix can be very expensive, as the time complexity
of O(D3 ) and memory usage of O(D 2 ) quickly become prohibitively expensive for D
in the tens of thousands.

Even if both approximations were computationally cheap in high dimensions, there
is a further issue: their accuracy is much poorer in high dimensions. As noted above,
Fig. 1-1 shows that, for a fixed dimensional parameter D = dim9 = 2, the approximation error in Eq. (2.2) goes down as O(1/N 2 ), whereas for a growing dimension,

D/N = 1/10, the error only decays as O(1/v1/). For D much larger than N, we
expect the error to stay constant or even grow.

The above observations about computational expense and statistical accuracy can
ruin the original point of these types of approximations. Specifically, the original hope
is that, for a small fixed computational budget, using Eq. (2.2) or Eq. (2.3) will be
significantly more accurate than, say, running k-fold CV or sub-sampling leave-1out. The above discussion tells us that in high dimensions, a) computing Eq. (2.2)
or Eq. (2.3) is probably impossible on a small budget, and b) has dubious usefulness
anyway. This motivates our main observation in the next section: through appropriate
use of f regularization, we can retain the 0(1/N 2 ) scaling and low computational
cost present in low dimensions for nearly arbitrarily large dimension D.
14

2.1

Approximate CV with f, Regularization

A common assumption in high dimensional settings is that only a small number of
dimensions of each x, are actually relevant for predicting the outcomes y,; that is,
there exists some 9* such that |supp9*|

j SI is much smaller than D. One of the

most popular choices for R in such settings is R(9) = 110|1, (a.k.a., "the Lasso") due
to its excellent empirical and theoretical properties. Intuitively, it typically correctly
recovers supp 9 = supp9*, at which point Eq. (2.1) is reduced to a ISI, rather than
D, dimensional problem.
Unfortunately, Eq. (2.2) is not immediately applicable when R =

.

i,

as this

choice of R is not twice-differentiable. One suggestion put forward by [17, 12] is to
use Eq. (2.3) with a smoothed approximation of

110111.

A less obvious alternative,

also given by [17, 12], is to observe that Eq. (2.3) has a closed form as the amount of
smoothness goes to zero. While technically one can use a large amount of smoothing to
achieve the same effect, we find that this is not achievable in practice due to numerical
issues; see Section 4.1 for an empirical illustration. Below, we make two observations
about this limiting argument:

1) the same argument immediately applies to the

generally more computationally efficient Eq. (2.2), and 2) the limiting version has
better statistical and computational properties than a smoothed version of Eq. (2.2).
In order to state this more formally, let S

supp 6 be the support recovered by

the full f, regularized optimization problem, X E RNxD the data matrix with rows
Xn, X.,g its submatrix formed by taking only the columns in

(2) A

5,

and finally define

d 2 f (z,yn)

(2.4)

Theorem 1. Define the restricted Hessian of F as Hgg A XT diag (2)
assume without loss of generality that S

=

{1, 2, ...

,|\}.

If Hg

)X. g, and

has strictly positive

eigenvalues and one considers any "reasonable" smooth approximation to 11111 and
15

takes the limit as the amount of smoothness goes to zero, the limit of Eq. (2.2) is:
(O"
s

0, - H- [Vof(x. , y)
s

(25
.

(2.5)

SC0

Furthermore, this limiting approximation has the following properties:
1. It has the same computational expense as an SI-dimensional version of Eq. (2.2).
2. If the conditions discussed Proposition 2 hold for the full data problem, and
those discussed in Proposition 1 hold for each of the leave-1-out problems, then
the error in Eq. (2.5) behaves as if the underlying problem were ISI dimensional.
Proof. That Eq. (2.5) is the limit of a smoothed version of Eq. (2.2) follows directly
from the arguments in either of [17, 12], who derive the limit of a smoothed approximation to Eq. (2.3) (and also give precise meaning to a "reasonable" smoothing of
110111). The point about computation follows by noting Eq. (2.5) only acts along

SI1

dimensions, which tells us that we only need to invert and perform multiplications
with a

SI1

x

SI1,

rather than D x D, matrix. The point about accuracy follows from

Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, which together imply that 1) all leave-i-out problems
are really optimization problems restricted to the dimensions S (i.e., supp $\n
and 2) the approximation in Eq. (2.5) runs over only these dimensions.

c
E

The most important step in proving this theorem is giving conditions under which
Eq. (2.1) and each of the leave-1-out problems are actually ISI-dimensional optimization problems and our approximation acts only along these dimensions. After having
shown this, the conclusions 1) and 2) in its statement are immediate: the accuracy and
computational expense behave as if we were dealing with a |I-dimensional, rather
than D-dimensional, problem because we actually are dealing with a I -dimensional
problem.
Of course, Theorem 1 is not particularly useful if its conditions are not satisfied
by practical examples.

The most difficult to check are the conditions of Proposi-

tion 1; in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 we will see that, with appropriate random data

16

(X, Y), these conditions are satisfied for linear and logistic regression with very high
probability.

17
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Chapter 3
Bounds on Approximation Quality
One of the properties that has made the use of f, regularization so popular is that,
given a true parameter 0* E RD with supp 0*

=

S such that ISI

solution 0 to Eq. (2.1) often has supp 0 = S, even when N

< D, the optimal

< D. In this section we

will show an important piece of the proof of Theorem 1: conditions under which not
only supp 0 = S, but also supp

= supp 0 = S. We start by reviewing a common
-\

technique for proving the support recovery properties of f1 regularized problems.
Notably, these proofs proceed by showing that solving f1 regularized problems is
actually the same as solving a ISI-dimensional problem, which exactly fits with the
discussion right after Theorem 1 above.

3.1

Primal dual witnesses and support recovery

At the heart of many proofs for showing that f, regularized problems recover the
correct support S = supp 0* is a proof showing that the solution to a lower dimensional
optimization problem is the unique solution to Eq. (2.5) [16, 8, 10]. The idea is to
consider the "oracle estimator," which for S' being the complement of S, sets
and

0

s as the solution to the restricted version of Eq. (2.1)1:

'The "oracle" here is needed to tell us the unknown set S.

19

&sc =

0,

N
0s

= argmin

f(xsOsyn) +A I0sI1 .

(3.1)

OsERISI n=1

If this problem is strongly convex, this

0

s is unique. If 9

=

(Os, 0) satisfies the

first order optimality conditions for the un-restricted problem:

(3.2)

Vof (Xiyn) +A2 = 0,
n

where 2 is some element of the subdifferential 8 |111, then this 0 is also an optimal
solution to Eq. (2.1). The main difficulty comes in showing that this 0 is the unique
optimal solution. One condition for this is given by a lemma from [61:
Lemma 1 (Lemma 11.2 from [6]). If the 2 satisfying the first order optimality conditions Eq. (3.2) also satisfies ||Esc||

< 1, then the oracle-estimated0 is the unique

optimal solution to Eq. (2.1). That is, we have supp 0 C supp 9*.
This has an immediate corollary relevant to our problem:
Corollary 1. Let

\n satisfy the first order optimality conditions Eq. (3.2) for the

nth leave-1-out problem. If maxn||2|||x < 1, then all the leave-1-out problems are
really optimization problems in the same |SI dimensional space.
Even for just the original problem, it is not obvious that 1I sc

K,

< 1 will hold

in many situations; a large amount of work has gone into identifying conditions for
which this holds high probability for various M-estimators. After reviewing a recent
version of these conditions, we describe our main insight: that the conditions under
which it holds for all leave-1-out problems are almost identical to those for the full
data problem.

3.2

Conditions under which

Conditions under which | zsc

II,

||s\"||oo < 1

< 1 holds vary throughout the literature. Studying

the behavior of Ilzsc Joo was introduced in [161, where conditions for its success are

20

specialized to f1 regularized linear regression. [8] generalizes this argument to other Mestimators, as well as other types of regularization. Most recently, [101 gave conditions
specific to f, regularization, but that allow for a wide class of M-estimators. We find
the conditions in [10] to be the easiest to check as each datapoint is held out and so
choose to work with them here. The main result from [10] is:

Proposition 1 (Theorem 5.1 from [101). For

defined in Eq. (3.2),

II|sctK'

< 1 if

the following conditions hold:
1. (LSSC) F satisfies the (0*, No.) locally structured smoothness condition with
constant K. This condition, proposed by [10], is not required to understand our
results, so we defer its definition to Appendix C.1.
2. (Strong convexity) The restricted problem Eq. (3.1) is strongly convex:

Amin (V 2 F(9*)ss)

Amin > 0

(3.3)

for some Amin3. (Incoherence) A less interpretable, but common in the literature, condition is
the incoherence condition:

VF(*)sc,s (72F(*)ss)

1

< 1

-

(3.4)

for some y > 0.

4.

(Bounded gradient) The gradient of F evaluated at the true parameters 6* is
small relative to the amount of regularization:

IIVF(6*)IK < 4 A

(3.5)

5. (A is sufficiently small) The above are satisfiable with a regularizationparameter
that is not too large:
A

A2 i
m

4(-y + 4)2 ISIK'

21

(3.6)

with the understanding that puts no constraint on A if K = 0.

An immediate consequence is that, if each of these conditions hold for each Fn(0),
then we have |Czf|

< 1 for each datapoint n.

The proofs of Theorem 2 and

Theorem 3 take the obvious approach of checking that the conditions in Proposition 1
are true for each of the leave-1-out problems. This will require conditions on the data
matrix X; intuitively, one might imagine that if one of its rows x, were particularly
"extreme," the conditions of Proposition 1 will not be satisfied for F\n. While all our
results could be given explicitly in terms of the entries of X, they are not especially
interpretable in this form. Instead, we will assume a particular random form for X
and study what happens as D and N grow. In particular, we will assume throughout
that the data matrix X is comprised of i.i.d. sub-Gaussian entries:

Definition 1. [Sub-Gaussian random variable [15] A random variable X is subGaussian with parameterc, > 0 if:

E exp

x2

< 2.

(3.7)

Our results will be stated both in terms of the sub-Gaussian parameters of the
data as well as various global constants all of which will be denoted by C > 0; these
constants are related to various relationships between sub-Gaussian random variables
and are completely independent of the problem. We note that high probability results
for random data are in some sense the best sort of result one might hope to get about
the stability of f1 regularization under leave-1-out. Specifically, the results of [18]
imply that there exist worst-case training datasets (X, Y) for which sparsity inducing
methods like f, regularization are not stable as each datapoint is left out. In this sense,
our Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 can be interpreted as showing that f, regularizaion is
stable with high probability. In any case, in order to make such an analysis we will
need one major assumption:

Assumption 1. Assume that the incoherence condition Eq. (3.4) holds with high
22

probability for the full data problem:

Pr

[ VF(*)sc,s

(V2F(*)ss)

< 1 - 7/

< e

25

for some fixed y > 0, where the probability is taken over the random data X, Y.

In general, there is not much understanding of when Eq. (3.4) holds, let alone
when it holds with high probability as in Assumption 1. It seems to be standard
to assume that Eq. (3.4) holds (starting from its introduction in [19] and continuing
in more recent work [8, 10]); we make the somewhat stronger assumption that the
condition holds with high probability under a random sub-Gaussian design matrix.
While we will not attempt to prove Assumption 1, it is worth noting that it is known
to hold for the simplified case of linear regression with an i.i.d. Gaussian design matrix
(e.g., see exercise 11.5 of [6]).

3.3

Linear Regression

Under such a random design, we can show that Li regularized linear regression recovers
the same support as each datapoint is left out with high probability; we do so by
checking that the conditions stated in Proposition 1 hold for each leave-1-out problem.
Specifically, assume a linear regression model y,, = x7'O* + wn, where x, E RD has
i.i.d. cr-sub-Gaussian components with E[xd] = 1 and wa is cm-sub-Gaussian. We
then have the following:

Theorem 2. Assume that Assumption 1 holds and that D, as a function of N,
grows as o(eN). Consider the linear regression model above, and set the regularization
parameter as:

A=

__

1

Z- Mj

4cc.(log(ND) +26)
clc, log D + 25csc,
+

NC

NC

23

N(a - Mj)

(3.8)

where C > 0 is a global constant, and Ml

is defined as:

NS
ISI

|S|I2cMlog(s(D-

+ V2Ccx logN)

M = 0

(for a non-big-O statement, see Appendix C). Then each of the leave-1-out problems
has supp

6\n

C S with a high, fixed probability. That is,
Pr [max

=i1 < 22e

S

25

(3.9)

Proof. We check that, for the value of A given in the theorem statement, the conditions
of Proposition 1 are all satisfied with probability at least 1 - 22e- 2 . See Theorem 4
in Appendix C for details.
It is worth noting how the A given in Eq. (3.8) compares to that typically given for
successful support recovery for the original 0. Theorem 11.3 of [6J gives the commonly
stated condition A > O(

log(D)/N) as sufficient for ensuring that supp b C S with

high probability in the case of linear regression. Although this is true for any scaling
of D and N, the error in 0,

110 -

6*112, is usually proportional to A, so to have

asymptotically decaying error in b, one needs D = o(eN). This same scaling is relevant
in Theorem 2: if D = o(eN) and we additionally assume that ISI is a constant, we
get Mj = o(1), so that the A we require is also O(

log(D)/N). In this sense, if

some A is large enough to guarantee support recovery and good squared error error in
the original problem, using A + o(1) gives support recovery for all of the leave-1-out
problems.

Logistic Regression

We can next state a very similar result for logistic regression.
regression model such that the data yn

E {-1, 1} with Pr [y,

where xn E RD has i.i.d. cx-sub-Gaussian components.
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=

Assume a logistic
1]

=

1/(1 + e-x

)

3.4

Theorem 3. Assume that Assumption 1 holds and that D, as a function of N, grows
as o(eN).

Consider the logistic regression model above, and set the regularization

parameter as:

A =

1

-

a - Mi

25 + log D
2c7log(ND) + v/5(c.1
gD+.(3.10)
NC
N(a - Mj)

where C is a global constant relating to relationships between sub-Gaussian random
variables, and Mj is defined as in Theorem 2. Then each of the leave-1-out problems
has support supp 6\n C S with a high, fixed probability. That is,
Pr [max
L n

S

=

1] < 28e-

5

(3.11)

o

Proof. The proof runs very similarly to that of Theorem 2; see Theorem 5 in Appendix C for details.

E

A similar analysis of the A required by Theorem 3 applies here, as [10] show that
A > O(

log(D)/N) is sufficient to ensure good squared error and accurate support

recovery of 6.

3.5

Conditions under which supp 0 = supp 0*

We have just seen that, in the case of linear and logistic regression, if a particular A
is sufficient for ensuring
maxn

I|zSIIc

IIssc

< 1, a slightly increased A is sufficient for ensuring

< 1. According to Lemma 1, this condition ensures that supp 6\n c

supp 9* for all n; however, this is not enough to establish Theorem 1. The issue is
that our approximation in Eq. (2.5) only runs over the dimensions in S.

If S is a

strict subset of the true S, it is possible that, for some n, we will have S C supp
so that our approximation does not cover the extra dimensions in

6 \'.

$\'

However, a

commonly stated condition ensures S = S:

Proposition 2. Assume that the true 0* has non-zero entries that are not too small;

25

that is
min|6*1 > -\/I-I 7+4
'sES S

Amin

(3.12)

where -y and Amin are as defined in Proposition 1 for the full data problem, and also
assume IIsciK < 1. Then supp6 = supp 0.
Proof. This is part of Theorem 5.1 in [101.
We note that this is not an extra condition beyond that required for the success
of the original estimate 0; conditions on the minimum entries of 6* are typically used
in the f, literature to ensure S = S (e.g., in [8, 10, 16]), and Eq. (3.12) is an exact
duplicate of the condition in [10].
Assuming the conditions of Proposition 2 hold, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 now
tell us that we can expect our approximation in Eq. (2.5) to be highly accurate and
computationally cheap, even when the dimension D grows as o(e N).
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Chapter 4
Experiments

4.1

Two alternatives to Eq. (2.5)

Our theoretical results imply that Eq. (2.5), derived by using a smooth approximation
to the f, norm with Eq. (2.2) and then taking the amount of smoothness to zero, has
high accuracy and low computational cost. We begin our empirical investigation of
this claim by first considering two more straightforward alternatives:

1) ignore the

limiting argument and just use Eq. (2.2) with some smoothed version of 110111, or
2) approximate exact CV by exactly computing
n.

9

\" for just a few random values of

For the former point, we consider the smooth approximation R7(0) for 77 > 0

suggested by [12]:

RI() :

log(1 + e40d) + log(1 + e~70d)
d=1

While limc0 Rq(O) = 110111, we found this approximation to become numerically
unstable for the purposes of optimization when

T

was much larger than 100, so we

set q = 100 in our experiments. To test this along with subsampling exact CV, we
trained logistic regression models on twenty five high dimensional random datasets in
which

Xnd i

N(0, 1) with N = 500 and D = 40, 000, and the true 0* was supported

on its first five entries. We compute the accuracy of our various approximations to
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Figure 4-1: (Left:) Accuracy of experiments from Section 4.1. Percent error is computed as in Eq. (4.1). Note the error in Eq. (2.5) (red curve) is not noticeable but
is nonzero: it varies between -0.06% and 0.04%. (Right:) Timings of results from
Section 4.1. The legend is the same as on the left, with the addition of blue showing
the runtime of exact CV for the i regularized model (the D x D matrix inversion
needed for approximating CV in the smoothed problem is so slow that even exact CV
with an efficient f, solver is faster).
full exact CV as the percent error of exact CV:
japproximation - exactCVI

(4.1)

exactCV

Fig. 4-1 shows the accuracy of these two alternatives to Eq. (2.5), and Fig. 4-1 compares their timings. By design, subsampling exact CV has almost exactly the same
runtime as using Eq. (2.5)1; however, we see that its accuracy is significantly reduced
for nearly every trial.

Using Eq. (2.2) with R10 0 (0) as a regularizer is far worse:

while subsampling exact CV is fast and unbiased (although very high variance), the
smoothed approximation has to deal with a the full D x D matrix and an approximation over all D dimensions, resulting in an approximation that is orders of magnitude
less accurate and slower.

4.2

The importance of correct support recovery

The discussion in Chapter 3 revolved around the point that each

$\n

having correct

support (i.e. supp 0\n = supp 0*) was sufficient for obtaining the fixed-dimensional
'Specifically,

we computed 41 different

$\n

for each trial in order to roughly match the compu-

tational cost of computing Eq. (2.5) for all N = 500 datapoints.
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Figure 4-2: Illustration of the role of support recovery in the accuracy of the approximation in Eq. (2.5) in the case of linear regression. On the left, we show the
average |supp \|, with the average taken over a few random values of n and error
bars showing the min and max Isupp O\"|. For A = 10.0 Vlog(D)/N, the mean recovered support remains constant with N. On the other hand, for A = 1.0 1log(D)/N,
|supp $\" is growing with N, as well as hugely varying for different values of n. As
a result, we are forced to approximate the behavior of a much higher dimensional
optimization problem. The right plot shows the resulting reduced accuracy in terms
of Eq. (4.1) as D scales with N: when the support recovery is constant, we recover an
error scaling of O(1/N2 ), whereas a growing support results in a much slower decay.

error scaling shown in Fig. 1-1.

Here, we give some brief empirical evidence that

this is actually necessary, at least in the case of linear regression. For values of N
ranging from 1,000 to 8,000, we set D =

FN/10 and generate a design matrix with

i.i.d. N(0, 1) entries. The true 0* is supported on its first five entries, with the rest
set to zero. We then generate observations y, = xn96

+ wn, for w, rlZ9 N(0, 1). To

examine what happens when the recovered supports are and are not correct, we use
slightly different values of the regularization parameter A. Specifically, the results of
[16] (especially Theorem 1) tell us that the support recovery of f, regularized linear
regression will change sharply around A ~ 4

log(D)/N, where lower values of A will

fail to correctly recover the support.

With this in mind, we choose two settings of A: 1.0

log(D)/N and 10.0

log(D)/N.

As expected, the righthand side of Fig. 4-2 shows that the quality of the approximation in Eq. (2.5) is drastically different in these two situations.

The lefthand plot

of Fig. 4-2 offers an explanation for this observation: the support of supp 0\" grows
with N under the former value of A, whereas the latter value of A ensures that
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Isupp

\"| = Jsupp 9*

= const.

support recovery of each

Empirically, this confirms the idea that accurate

\n is also necessary to recover the "low-dimensional" error

scaling described in Fig. 1-1.
That the approximation quality relies so heavily on the exact setting of A is somewhat concerning.

However, we emphasize that this is just as much a criticism of

f, regularization in general; as previously noted, [16] demonstrated similarly drastic
behavior of supp 0 in the same exact linear regression setup that we use here. On the
other hand,

[7] do show that, despite this sensitive behavior, using exact leave-1-out

CV to select A for f, regularized linear regression does give reasonable results. In
Section 4.4, we empirically show that this is sometimes, but not always, the case for
our and other approximate CV methods.
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Figure 4-3: (Left:) Accuracy for real data experiments in Section 4.3. For each
dataset, we give the accuracy of approximate CV compared to exact CV for both f2
regularized models using the existing Eq. (2.2) and f, regularized models using our

proposed Eq. (2.5). We compute "% Error" as in Eq. (4.1). (Right:) Timings for the
same experiments.

4.3

Real data experiments

While we have shown increased accuracy of Eq. (2.5) on synthetic data, it is important
to understand how dependent our results are on the particular random design we
chose. We explore this question by running on a number of publicly available datasets.
We chose the particular datasets shown here for having a high enough dimension
to observe the effect of our results, yet not so high in dimension nor number of
datapoints that running exact CV for comparison was prohibitively expensive. For a
description of each dataset as well as our exact experimental setup, see Appendix B.
For each dataset, we approximate CV for the f, regularized model using Eq. (2.5). To
understand how Eq. (2.5)'s accuracy is improved by the special structure present in f,
regularized problems, we compare to the accuracy of the approximation in Eq. (2.2)
on the same problem, but with

2

regularization, in which there is no sparsity, and

the approximation runs over all D dimensions. The accuracy we report on the left
of Fig. 4-3 is the percent error compared to exact CV as in Eq. (4.1). Our results,
reported in Fig. 4-3 show that approximate CV on the f, regularized problem is
significantly more accurate. Additionally, the timings on the right of show in Fig. 43, show that the approximations to the f, regularized problems have significantly
reduced runtimes.
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4.4

Selection of A and future work

Most previous work in approximate CV, including ours, has focused on showing that
with a fixed model with increasing amounts of data, N, (or, in the case of our approximation, both increasing N and D), approximate CV will give an accurate assessment
of the out of sample error. However, this does not address one of the more common
uses of CV, which is to train many models with varying values of the regularization
parameter A and select the one with the lowest CV error. We consider this issue here.
We generate a synthetic f, regularized logistic regression problem with N = 300
observations and D = 150 dimensions. The data matrix X has N(0, 1) entries, and
the true 0* is supported on only its first five entries. As a measure of the "true" out
of sample error, we construct a test set with ten thousand observations. For a range
of values of A, we solve Eq. (2.1), and measure the train, test, exact leave-1-out, and
approximate leave-1-out errors; the results are plotted in Fig. 4-4. Not only does our
approximate CV select a A that gives a significantly worse test error than exact CV, it
selects the obviously incorrect value of A = 0.0. This issue is somewhat suggested by
our theory above: that is, for an appropriately large A, we will recover a small, correct
support S and approximate CV will be highly accurate, whereas small A will cause a
larger support S, which in turn causes a degredation in approximation quality. While
the results in Fig. 4-4 come from using our Eq. (2.5) to approximate CV for an ii.
regularized problem, we note that this issue is not specific to the current work; we
observed similar behavior when using f2 regularization with both Eq. (2.2) and the
computationally slower Eq. (2.3).
Still, all is not lost for approximate CV: the righthand side Fig. 4-4 shows that for
the same problem setup with D = 75 dimensions, the error vs A curve constructed
by approximate CV is significantly different. In particular, it is convex and has its
minimum very close to that of exact CV. We believe a further understanding of this
issue is the most pressing direction for future work. In the meantime, this failure
mode of approximate CV is at least easy to spot, assuming one believes that the true
out of sample error is a convex function of A.
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Figure 4-4: Experiment for selecting A from Section 4.4. (Left:) Despite being very
accurate for higher values of A, approximate CV's degredation in accuracy for lower
values of A (which corresponds to a larger S) causes the selection of a A that is far
from optimal in terms of test loss. (Right:) For a lower dimensional problem, the
curve constructed by approximate CV much more closely mirrors that of exact CV
for all values of A.
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Appendix A
Differences between Eq. (2.2) and
Eq. (2.3)
In Chapter 2, we briefly outlined the differences between Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.3);
we examine the differences in more detail here.
(1/N)

zsN 1 Vf(x7',

Recall that we defined H($) A

yn). We restate the "simple" approximation given by

H( )-'Vof (XT,

\"
n

[4] as:

(A.1)

yn),

whereas the "modified" approximation given by [2, 12, 17] is:

-

A.1

(

)

VYf(x0, y))

-

Vof(x $, yN).

(A.2)

Derivation of "simple" approximation

[4] derive Eq. (A.1) by appealing to the implicit function theorem. Specifically, they

Aarg

min

n

-

OEDNn=1
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n

Y)

(

define 6^w as the solution to a weighted optimization problem:

(A.3)

For example, Leave-1-out CV with the first datapoint left out corresponds to solving
Eq. (A.3) with w = (0,1,1, ...

,

1). [4] note that the derivatives of 9 (i.e. the solution

to Eq. (A.3) with w = 1) with respect to the weights wn, can be computed using the
implicit function theorem to get:

dO

-

-H(9)-lVof(xT, y ).

(A.4)

dwnWn=1n
By a first order Taylor expansion around w = (1,1,..., 1), we can write:
N^

O'W ~~ + E

d6n W=(Wn -)(

A.5)

n=1

N

= 9-

H()-lVof (x

,yn)(wn - 1).

(A.6)

For the special case of w being the vector of all l's with a zero in one coordinate (i.e.
the weighting for leave-1-out CV), we recover Eq. (A.1).

A.2

Derivation of "modified" approximation

Eq. (A.2) is derived by taking a single Newton step on the objective F\n starting at
the point 9. Specifically, recall that the objective with one datapoint left out is:

F\ (0)

=

f(X4,

N

yn) - Nf(x

, y),

(A.7)

n=1
which has V2F\n(0) = H(0) - V2f(X4, yn) as its Hessian. This gives a single Newton
step from the point 0 as exactly Eq. (A.2).

A.3

Comparison of approximations

There is a major computational difference between Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.1): the
former requires the inversion of a D x D matrix for each \n approximated, while the
latter requires a single D x D matrix inversion for all $\n inverted, which incurs a cost
36

of O(N + ND 3 ) versus a cost of O(N + D 3 ). Even for small D, this is a significant
additional expense.
However, as noted by [12, 171, Eq. (A.2) is much cheaper when considering the
special case of generalized linear models.
-a
Tnn

In this case, Vjf is some scalar times

rank one matrix. The Sherman-Morrison formula then allows us to cheaply

compute the needed inverse in Eq. (A.2) given only H-1 ; this is how Equation 8 in
[121 and Equation 21 in [17] are derived. Even though we only consider GLMs in this
work, we, as noted above, still prefer to study Eq. (A.1) with the hope of retaining
scalibility in more general problems.
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Appendix B
Details of real experiments
We use three publicly available datasets for our experiments in Section 4.3:
1. The "Gisette" dataset [5] is available from the UCI repository at https:/
archive. ics .uci. edu/ml/datasets/Gisette. The dataset is constructed from
the MNIST handwritten digits dataset. Specifically, the task is to differentiate
between handwritten images of either "4" or "9." There are N = 6, 000 training examples, each of which has D = 5, 000 features, some of which are junk
"distractor features" added to make the problem more difficult.
2. The "bcTCGA" is a dataset of breast cancer samples from The Cancer Genome
Atlas, which we downloaded from http: //myweb.uiowa. edu/pbreheny/data/
bcTCGA. html.

The dataset consists of N = 536 samples of tumors, each of

which has the real-valued expression levels of D = 17, 322 genes measured. The
task is to predict the real-valued expression level of the BRCA1 gene, which is
known to correlate with breast cancer.
3. The "RCV1" dataset [9] is a dataset of Reuters' news articles given one of
four categorical labels according to their subject: "Corporate/Industrial," "Economics," "Government/Social," and "Markets." We downloaded a pre-processed
binarized version from https: //www. csie . ntu. edu. tw/~cj lin/libsvmtools/
datasets/binary.html, which combines the first two categories into a "positive" label and the later two into a "negative" label. The full dataset contains
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N = 20,242 articles, each of which has D = 47, 236 features. Running exact
CV on this dataset would have been prohibitively slow, so we created a smaller
dataset. First, the data matrix X is extremely sparse (i.e., is mostly equal to
zero), so we selected the top 10,000 most common features and threw away the
rest. We then randomly chose 5,000 documents to keep as our training set.
After throwing away any of the 10,000 features that were now not observed in
this subset, we were left with a dataset of size N = 5, 000 and D = 9, 836.
In order to run f1 regularized regression on each of these datasets, we first needed
to select a value of A. Since all of these datasets are fairly high dimensional, Section 4.4
suggests our approximation should will likely be innacurate for values of A that are
"too small." In an attempt to get the order of magnitude for A correct, we used the
theoretically motivated value of A = C /log(D)/N for some constant C (e.g., [10]
shows this scaling of A will recover the correct support for both linear and logistic
regression). Section 4.2 suggests that the constant C can be very important for the
accuracy of our approximation, and our experiments there suggest that this is caused
by too large a recovered support size Isupp 1. For these experiments, we guessed a
reasonable sounding value for C, solved for 0, and confirmed that Isupp 91 was not
too large. For all of the datasets here, we used C = 1.50 to get the results reported
in Section 4.3.
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Appendix C
Proofs from Chapter 3
We first state a few existing results about the maxima of sub-Gaussian and subExponential random variables that will be useful in our proofs.
Lemma 2 (Lemma 5.2 from [131). Suppose that we have real valued random variables
Z 1 ,... , ZN that satisfy log E[eAxn ] :5 O(A) for all n and all A > 0 for some convex 0
with '(0) = Y'(0) = 0. Then for any u > 0

Pr

max Zn

0*1(log N + u)

< e~.

In=1, ...
,NI

where V)*-

is the inverse of the Legendre dual of <.

Remembering the definition of a sub-Gaussian random variable from Definition 1,
Lemma 2 can be used to show the following:
Corollary 2. Let Z 1 ,... ZN be i.i.d. sub-Gaussian random variables with parameter
cx. Then:

Pr

(C.1)

max Zn > E[Zn] + V2c logN-+-uj

Prmax

n

E[Z] +c(logN+1+u)

e~

(C.2)

Proof. For the first inequality, the definition of a sub-Gaussian random variable is
that log Eez,

< A 2 c /2

A 4'(A), which has V*l(x)

41

= V2cxx.

For the second

inequality, use the fact that Z,, is sub-Exponential with parameter c' so that it satisfies
log Eezl < O(A), where:

c

$(A) =

0 < t < 1/C2

2cl

00,

*- 1 (x) = c2(x + 1).

which, for x > 0, has inverse dual

components with parameter cx and E[x~nd

Pr

max
In=1,...,NI

E3

D be random vectors with i.i.d.

x 1 ,... ,xN

Proposition 3. Let

O.w.

=

sub-Gaussian

a2 . Then:

|Ixn|| 2 >- E[Jxn11 2]+ V2Co-c logN + u < e

2Cr,

(C.3)

where C > 0 is some global constant, independent of cx, D, and N.
Proof. From Theorem 3.1.1 of [15], we have that I|xnII 2 -

-v/'5 is sub-Gaussian with

parameter Co-cX, where C is some constant. Using the first part of Corollary 2 gives
E3

the result.

C.1

Local structured smoothness condition (LSSC)

The local structured smoothness condition (LSSC) was first introduced in [10] for
the purpose of extending proof techniques for the support recovery of f1 regularized
linear regression to more general f, regularized M-estimators. Essentially, it provides
a condition on the smoothness of the third derivatives of the objective F(O) around
the true sparse 9*.

One can then analyze a second order Taylor expansion of the

loss and use the LSSC to show that the remainder in this expansion is not too large.
To formalize the LSSC, we need to define the third order Fr6chet derivative of F
evaluated along a direction u E RD:

D 3 := lim V2 F(O + tu) - V2 F(O)
D3 F(0)[u]
t-+O

t
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In the cases considered in this paper, this is just a D x D matrix. We can then
naturally define the scalar D3 F(6)[u, v, w] as:
D 3 [uVW] := VTD 3 F(9)[u]w

We can now define the LSSC:
Definition 2 (LSSC). Let F : RD -+ R be a continuously three-times differentiable
function.

RD, the function F the (0*, No.) LSSC with

For 0* E RD and No.

constant K > 0 if for any u G

RD.

ID 3f (9* + 6)[u, U, ey]I ; K ||uIId,

(C.4)

where e3 E RD is the jth coordinate vector, and 6 E RD is any vector such that

0* + 6 E No*.
We note that this definition is actually equivalent to the original definition given
in [101, who prove the two to be equivalent in their Proposition 3.1. [10] goes on to
prove bounds on the LSSC constants for linear and logistic regression, which we state
as Proposition 7 and Proposition 9 below.

C.2

Linear Regression
+

Assume a linear regression model y, = x7'*

wn, where Xn E RD has i.i.d. cx-sub-

Gaussian components with E[xzdI = 1 and w is cw-sub-Gaussian. The probability
that we're interested in is:
Pr

Imax

> 1,

where the probability is taken over the random yn and Xn. Using Proposition 1 from
the main text, we can upper bound this by the probability that any of the conditions
in Proposition 1 are violated by any of the leave-1-out problems. Throughout, C > 0
will be a global constant in that it is independent of any characteristic of the problem
(e.g. N, D, amounts of noise, |SI, etc.) We will frequently use Xs to denote the
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to denote the

N x ISI matrix formed by taking the columns of X that are in S, xs

coordinates of the nth datapoint xn that are in the set S, and Xs\n to denote the
matrix Xs with the nth row removed. We will show the following theorem, stated
slightly more concisely as Theorem 2 in the main text:
Theorem 4. Consider the linear regression model above, and set the regularization
parameter as:
cc2 log D

A =++
a - Mj

4cxcw(log(ND) + 26)

25c c2

NC

NC

(C.-5)

N(a - Mj)

where C is a global constant relating to relationshipsbetween sub-Gaussianrandom
variables, and Mj is defined as:

Mi

41S (EXnd + V5Ocx + V2c log(N(D -

SI)))

N5OCcX

_5Cc_ + V2Cc3 log(D -

(N - 3C2

+

N2Cc

og N)

JSI+ 5)

N - 3C2 1(
iGISI (|S~ci(log N + 26)) (E I|X.,s1 2 +

(E IXn5 1| 2 +

|SI))

(VI NISI

+ 5Ccx)

(ISI+5))2
(C.6)

Then each of the leave-one-out problems recovers the support with a high, fixed probability. That is,
Pr [max

> ] < 22e-

S e\

5

(C.7)

Proof. For a fixed regularization parameter A and random data X and Y, we are
interested in Pr[maxn ||Sr|IC

;

1]. As noted above, Proposition 1 allows us to upper

bound this by the probability that any of the conditions in Proposition 1 are violated.
For convenience, define Jnd E RD, for d E Sc, as:

JA :=

s\nXsin

S nX.,.d

It is easiest to show the conditions in Proposition 1 hold with high probability sepa-
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rately, rather than all together, so we apply a union bound to get:

SC

Pr [max

>

<

Pr min Amin(Xs\nXS\n) = 0]
maxaxFaf>
In dESc

+
+ Pr

A mx

add]

+P MXIVFn~ >A maxn maxdESc ||Ad
Pr0x0V~
4

4

max, maxdEsc I Jil
min
min(Xs\nXs\n)
ISIK
+
4)2
IJd|1
(maxn maxdEsc

<

-

+Pr

.

Using Lemma 3, Lemma 5, and Lemma 6, the first three terms are bounded by 22e- 2

As noted in Proposition 7, we have Pr[K = 0] = 1, so the final probablity is equal to
zero (as the event reduces to the probability that oc < A).

El

What remains is to prove the lemmas needed to show that the above probabilities
are small.

C.3

Linear regression: minimum eigenvalue

All we want to bound right now is the probability that the minimum eigenvalue is
actually equal to zero; however, we will later want to show that it is, in fact roughly
O(N).

The lemma we prove in this section shows exactly this. We will start with

two propositions.
Proposition 4. If Xs is an N x

IS| matrix with independent cx-sub-Gaussian entries

with unit variance, then:

Pr [Amin(X'Xs) <N - 2Ccv(

S|I

+ 5)

2e-25

(C.8)

where C > 0 is a global constant.
Proof. Theorem 4.6.1 of [151 gives a concentration inequality for the minimum singular
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value, Smin(Xs), of Xs:
Pr [smin(Xs) <

- Ccx(VIj + t)]

< 2e-

2

(C.9)

Using the fact that the minimum eigenvalue of XsTXs is the square of the minimum
singular value of Xs and putting in t = 5:

Dropping the C 2c( V/II +5)2

I+

5) + C2c4(V SI+5)2

< 2e-25

,

Pr Amin(XsTXs) - N -2CC VW(V/I

gives the result.

the needed concentration inequality on the minimum singular value of Xs.

L

Proposition 5. If Xs\n is the N - 1 x |SI matrix formed by removing the nth row
from Xs, we have:

Amin(Xs\nXS\n)

Amin(XsXs)

-

Ijxns

(C.10)

,2

where xn is the nth row of Xs.
Proof. Looking at the variational characterization of the minimum eigenvalue:

Amin(S\nXS\n) =

min
z TXsXSZ
zERIS 1:| z||2=1

--

ZT XnSxTSZ

> min zTXXsz - max zT xnsxisz
=Amin( X'Xs ) - ||xns| 2

The above two propositions now allow us to prove the bound we want on minn Amin(X.T\nXs\n).
Lemma 3. If Xs is a N x |SI matrix with independent cx-sub-Gaussian entries and
N is at least moderately large compared to ISI, then

Pr

min Amin(s\nXS\n) < N - 3Ccf /(
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/jI+ 5)

< 3e-25

(C.11)

Proof. By using the generic inequality, for any events A and B:

Pr[A] = Pr[A B] Pr[B] + Pr[A I B] Pr[B]
< Pr[A I B] + Pr[Bc],

(C.12)

Calling the probability on the left hand side of Eq. (C.11) P, we can break P down
as, for some constant Amin:

P <

min

Pr

<N

Amin(s\nXS\n)

n=1,....N

-

3Cc\f(vSI

+ 5)

Amin(XPC~)

Amin

+ Pr [Amin(XsTXs) 5 Amin]
Pr

min Amin - IXnsI2 < N - 3Cc2 /K(
2

1n=1,....N

< Pr

maxIIXnS

2

Amin

-XImn

(VI

- N +3Cc2VI

Picking Amin = N - 2Cc>2QNT (/SI

SI + 5) + Pr [Amin(XTXs)
Smn
+ 5)

Amrn]

+ Pr [Amin(XSTXS) 5 Amin]

+ 5), we have that the second probability at

most 2e-25 by Proposition 5. For this choice of Amin, choose u = 25 in the second
statement of Corollary 2; this tells us that the first probability is at most e-25 if
E[IjXns11] + c2(log N + 26) = ISI + c (log N + 26) is less than Cc2V7(

/SI + 5),

which the requirement that N be "moderately large" compared to |SI in the statement
of the lemma.

C.4

Linear regression: incoherence

The following lemma will be useful:
Lemma 4. Let z G RN be any vector andZ\n E R'-1 the same vector with the nth
coordinate removed. Also let Xs E RNxIS be some matrix with Xs\nl the same matrix
with the nth row removed. Define, for any vector z E RN:

Jz(s\nXS\n)
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Xs\nZ\n,

(C. 13)

and J, the same but with no row removed. Then:

1

Amin(XSI~IZI
nXs
1 n)

min

where IXs|| 2 A

Xs\nXs\n)

ns Xn.

=1 Es

Proof. We can rewrite J,

LKSII 2

=

(XTXs)-lXTz by noting that XTXs and

XT nXs\n

differ by a rank one update and then applying the Sherman-Morrison formula:

(C.14)

Jz = (XTXs)XlXsz
=

((X\Xs\)-1

X

Xfl-XsnXSn)(XsXs\n)-

X

(C.15)

n

(jnz +

(Xs\nXs\) lyXnSZn)

\n)
1+s\nXs\n)XsnXsn\Xs
1xTr(XsTnXs\n)-lXsn

-

=

Xsz

(C.16)
To cleanup notation a bit, let B := X

\n. We can continue to rewrite the above

s

as:

-(Jnz

+ BXnSZn)

-

(C.17)

-Xn 1 +Bmx N -l
m=1ZmBXm
x7nBS~

Now, we're interested in IJnz - JzjI 1 , which we will bound by subtracting Jnz from
both sides of the above equation, and then examining each coordinate by multiplying
by the ith unit vector e%:

eT(Jnz

-

Jz |

eT B-xns|zn| +

B-xms|

BeT-

s -ns 1m=1+

IZnIAmax(B- 1) IIXnSI2 +

-max(B-

1

1

) |IXns|

+ Amin(B-1)

2

(C.18)

IzmI IXmSII2

IlXns(2 m_1

(C.19)
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Dropping quantities that are making the denominators larger, and using the fact that,
for the positive semidefinite matrix B we have:

1. Amin(B- 1 ) = 1/Amax(B)

2. Ama(B- 1 ) = 1/Amin(B)

we get:

leT (Jnz

-

J)I

IzfI |lXnS
12 +
Xmin(B)

LenS

2 NZIZmI IXMS2 .

A (B)=

(C.20)

__IZmI IIXmS|12 lIz112 IIXs112. Notice that

Finally, use Cauchy-Schwarz to get E

our upper bound is now independent of the index i; we then have a bound on any

I(J,,z-Jz)l, so multiplying

this bound by ISI upper bounds |lJnz - Jz1l 1

,

coordinate i of

which gives the result.

To get a high probability upper bound on IIJndII 1 , the idea will be to use IIJndll

IIJdjli +

Jnd

<

Jdjli, and then put high probability bounds on the bound given by

Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. Under Assumption 1, for the linear regression setup given above and the
number Mj given in Theorem 2, we have:

Pr

[ max

maxIJfldI ;>1-

n=1,...,N dESc

+ MJ

< 8e-2 5 ,

(C.21)

where JnAd is shorthandfor JnX.,d defined in Lemma 4.

Proof. First, for any n and d, we have IIJndIl

bound

I|Jnd

IIJdIj1 + IIJnd - Jdjji. We can upper

- JdjI1 using Lemma 4 and then apply a high probability upper bound.

Arguing by the same conditioning trick as in the proof of Lemma 3, we can condition
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on the events, the complement of each of which has a small constant probability:

N

nXs\n) ;>

IIX.,s|1

NISI+ 5Ccx}

2

5

-

min Amin(X

+

max jjXns|| 2 5 E[jXns||2]

maxmaxlXndl

E[IIX.,A|| 2]

ISI+ 5)}

(C.22)
(C.23)

,50Cc

+ V2Cc2 log N}

50Cc +

(C.24)

2Cc log(D - |SI)

(C.25)

+

2

E[Xnd]

+

||X.,d|
lax

3Cc VN(

+ V2c. log(N(D - ISI))}

V/-57

(C.26)

The probability of the complement of the first event is < 2e-25 by Lemma 3, the
second is < e

2 5

by noting that |IX.,s||2 is a Cc -sub-Gaussian random variable and

applying a standard sub-Gaussian bound, the third is < e-25 by applying Proposition 3, the fourth is < e-25 by the same reasoning as the third, and the fifth is < 2e-5
by Corollary 2. All in all, these probabilities sum up to 7e- 2 . Conditioned on all
these events, we can upper bound the upper bound on

IIJnd

-

JdIji given by Lemma 4

to get:

||Jnd - JdIj1

+

41S| (EXd + v/50cx + V2cxlog(N(D - |SI))) (E IIXnI|| 2 + 15OCc2+ O2Cc log N)
N - 3CCVfN(
161S| (ISIc2 (log N + 26)) (E ||X.,s||2 +

ISI + 5)
S))

5OCc+

(N - 3Cc2VHN(

( I2Cclog(D-NS + 5Ccx

I + 5))2

Call the quantity on the right-hand side of this inequality Mj and the union of
the above four events the event F. Then by conditioning on F and manipulating
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probabilities as in Eq. (C.12), we get:

max

max jjJndjj > I - OZ + MJ

Sn=,...,N dESc

(C.27)

I

M |IF] + Pr [Fc] + Pr

Pr max max ||Jd- Jn|I
[ n dESc

max |jJ dj > 1

-

Pr

(C.28)
By the definition of M

above, we know that the first probability is zero, the proba-

bility of the second is < 7e-25 , and the third is < e-25 by Assumption 1.

C.5

E

Linear regression: bounded gradient

We need to bound the probability

Pr

max ||VFn(o*)|l

In= 1,...,N

*-

A max, maxdEs' IIJndI|i

>

4

<Pr max(jvF(O*)II, + IVf(4 6*,yn) |)
Conditioning on the event that IIVF(O*)IKo

I

A maxn maxdEsc H
Jndj1]

4

BG for some number BG and the event

that maxn maxdEsc IIJnd j < 1 - a + Mi, we get that this probability is less than or
equal to:

<Pr

[max

V f(x To*, y) 10

+ Pr [11 VF(9*)||,

> A(l - a + Mj)
4

BG]

-BGI

+ Pr max max IJnd 1i
1n

1 -- a + M

dEsc

(C.29)

The following proposition gives a reasonable value for BG:
Proposition 6. In the above setup for linear regression,

Pr IIVF(O*)i,

[

log

2
C2
NC

2 2

+ 25cXCW
NC

Proof. The dth coordinate of the gradient is (VF(O*))d
51

1/2-

Se-25

1/N E

WnXnd.

(C.30)

First, we

have that 1/N

J,

is a cxcw-sub-Exponential random variable. By Bernstein's

WnXnd

inequality (see Theorem 2.8.1 from [15]), we have:

1rIIEW~d

Pr [N

Nn=1

+

-cXc, log D

>

nNCd
-

2Cwc2- 1/21

-F25cxc + NCJ

j

-

CN

</2 -25-log D

"

2C

.

N

If we union bound over the D dimensions of VF(9*), we get that the probability in
the proposition's statement is

De--25-logD

e -25, as claimed.

L

Now we can prove the bound we need on the probability that any

||VFn(O*) I

is large:

Lemma 6. For the above setup for linear regression and the A given in Theorem 2,
we have:

Pr

max IIVFn(*)II
ln=1,...,N

> A maxn maxdES
00

|Jndi < 11e

25

(C.31)

-4

Proof. We can first apply the bound worked out in Eq. (C.29). Picking BG to be the
value given in Proposition 6, the second probability is < e-25 by Proposition 6, and
the third is < 8e-

25

by Lemma 5. To analyze the first probability, note that we can

write the event as:
1
Pr -maxmaxlwnXdl
d
PN n

Aa- Mi)
A
- BG4

Looking at the form of A given in Theorem 2, we get that this is equal to:

= Pr

4cxcw(log(ND) + 26)]

-imax maxwnXndl

N

n

d

The event we're considering is just the absolute value of the max of ND sub-Exponential

is < 2e-2

.

variables with parameter cxce. Plugging into Corollary 2 gives that this probability
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C.6

Linear regression: A small enough

To check Eq. (3.6), we need to know the LSSC constant K for linear regression:
Proposition 7. For the linear regression setup in Theorem

4, the

loss F(9) satisfies

the (9*, No.) LSSC with constant K = 0 for any 9*, No., and any data X, Y.

1X9 - Y112 has zero third derivatives,
6, u C RD and coordinate vector ej E

Proof. This follows from the fact that F(9) =
implying that D 3 F(9) [u, u, ej] = 0 for any
RD

As linear regression has a LSSC constant K that is deterministically equal to zero,
the only constraint implied by Eq. (3.6) is that A < oc, which is always satisfied by
the value of A given in Theorem 4.

C.7

Logistic Regression

Assume a logistic regression model such that the data y,, E {-1, 1} with Pr [y, = 1]
1/(1 + e-,Te*). The derivatives are slightly more complicated here than in the case
of linear regression. In particular, defining:
xTo*

D1D

n

-=ex)

(C.32)
To

uni* ' n~( +eXTO*)2'

the derivatives of F are:

VeF(9*)

D)Xn,

=

VF(9*)

n=1

D x1 x .

=

(C.33)

n=1

-

For comparison, things were easier for linear regression because Dn = 1 and D 1 )

wn for some sub-Gaussian noise wn. Still, we will be able to apply basically all of the
above reasoning just by using the fact that ID$(2)I and IDi1| are both < 1, allowing
them to drop them in many of our upper bounds. This will allow us to prove a very
similar result to Theorem 2:
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Theorem 5. Consider the logistic regression model above, and assume that for some
scalar Amin, we have:

Pr [Amin

(vOF(O*)ss)

(C.34)

e

Amin]

Then, given the regularizationparameteris set as:

A =

1

25 + logD
NC

V2czlog(ND) + V50c,

N(a - Mj)

(C.35)

where C is a global constant relating to relationshipsbetween sub-Gaussianrandom
variables, and Mj is defined the same as in Theorem 4. Then each of the leave-1-out
problems has supp \" C S with a high, fixed probability. That is:

Pr max zsc
S

C.8

(C.36)

> 11 < 28e-25

Logistic regression: lambda min

Lemma 7. Assume that for some scalar Amin, we have:

Pr [Amin

(V'F(e*)ss)

:1 Amin] <

(C.37)

e-25.

Then:

Amin

-

CcXV7f(

Proof. We have by Proposition 5 and the fact that

Amin(VSF\n(O*)SS)

>

SI +5)

IDn(

3e

I< 1 :

Amin(VSF\n(6*)SS) -

IXnsI11

Amin(V2F\n(9*)SS) -

IIXnSII

ID (2)1

The rest of the proof is now exactly the same as that of Lemma 3.
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(C.38)

.

Pr [Amin(V F\n(O*)SS)

0

C.9

Logistic regression: incoherence

We can get exactly the same bound as in Lemma 5. To do so, we first note that
Lemma 4 is only written to deal with Hessians of the form XTX; however, if we
rewrite our data as t, := ND
XTX.
D

|

, the Hessian for logistic regression is equal to

We can further upper bound the upper bound in Lemma 4 by noting that
1

->

lzn112

5 InI

2.

Applying this reasoning, we get an identical lemma

to Lemma 5
Lemma 8. Under Assumption 1, for the logistic regression setup given above and the
number Mj given in Theorem 3, we have:

Pr

E

< 8e- 2 5 ,

max maxj|JndII 1 > 1- ca +

n=1,...,N dESc

(C.39)

where Jnd is shorthandfor JnX.,d defined in Lemma 4.

C.10

Logistic regression: bounded gradient

Again, we are interested in bounding:

Pr [max

IVF\n(9*)K >

A max, maxdGSc IjJndjlL

The same reasoning that led to Eq. (C.29) gives us the same bound:

< Pr

max IIVf (xTO*, yn)
ln=1,...,N

n

+ Pr [11VF(*)11

0

> A(

-

BG

4

BG + Pr max maxl Jnd
In

dESc

1- C + MJ

(C.40)

Just as in the case of linear regression, we can first pick a reasonable value for BG:
Proposition 8. For the logistic regression setup above, we have:

Pr IIVF(O*)K, > c.

25+
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1

<gD
2e-

(C.41)

Proof. The dth coordinate of the gradient is (VF(*))d

" 1
Noting that this satisfies

IDn)

Pr

-

D$Pxlnd, where

< 1:

25+ log D

Nc

n

rN
SPr E|xnd|
n=1

>

<

1/N E

+ eun

nl>

n=1

c

C

N 2 5 + log D
cXN
C
.

.

=

-25-log D

where the final inequality comes from noting that IXndI is also cx-sub-Gaussian and
using Hoeffding's inequality (Theorem 2.6.2 from [151). Union bounding over all D

nI

dimensions of VF(9*) gives the result.

Lemma 9. For the above setup for logistic regression and the A given in Theorem 3,
we have:

Pr

max |IVFn(9*)1,

A maxnmaxdEsc
>

IIJndil1

< He - 25

4

In=1,...,N

(C.42)

Proof. This follows from the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 6.

C.11

Logistic regression: A small enough

In the case of linear regression, the LSSC held with K = 0, so there was no work to
be done in checking Eq. (3.6); this is not the case for logistic regression. [101 prove
that the LSSC holds here:
Proposition 9. The logistic regression model given above satisfies the (9*, No.) LSSC

for any 9* and No. with a data-dependentconstant K = 1/4(maxn ||xn|,I)(maxn Ixs|2 -')
Proof. See the derivation in Section 6.2 of [101.
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0

We first show that this random K is not too large with high probability under
our random design:
Proposition 10. For x,, E RD comprised of i.i.d. cx-sub-Gaussian random variables,
the random variable K = 1/4(maxn I|xn|| )(maxn ||xns|1)

Pr K ;> 1 (2c

satisfies:

50cx) (c2ISI(logN+26)) < 3e-25

log(ND) +

Proof. First, Corollary 2 implies that maxn IIxnjI

_| >

(C.43)

V2cx log(ND) + /50cx with

probability at most 2e-25 , so the probability we are interested in is bounded by:
<Pr max|jxjs| 2

cISI(log N + 26) + 2e

25

.

(C.44)

Noting that, as the sum of ISI cX-sub-Exponential random variables, each I2xnsH| is
a ISIc-sub-Exponential random variable. Corollary 2 then gives us that Eq. (C.44)
.

is bounded above by 3e- 2

We can now prove the result we need, which is that A satisfies the upper bound
in Eq. (3.6) with high probability:
Lemma 10. Assume that Eq. (C.34) holds with Amin being O(N) and that D is o(eN).
Then, for the logistic regression setup above and A as given in Theorem 3 and large
enough N, we have:

-

min4(m
mIJ~

4 maxn=1,...,N (maXdES'

I'

Ij *) 4 maxsc
4) 2

ji Jnd 111

< 13e-25 (C.45)
K

-

Pr A >

Proof. Using Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and Proposition 10, the desired probability is
< 13e-2 5 if the following deterministic inequality holds:

A<

4(1 - a + Mj)
4(1 - a + M1 + 4)2

(Amin - CcFJSIN)

(2c

log(ND) +

2

(c2|SI(log
I5cx) N + 26))

+

Plugging in the form of A given in Theorem 3, rearranging, and noting that (1 - Oz
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+ Mj + 4)2
/2cx log(ND)

< 1, we can equivalently check:

25+logD

NC

N
<

/

M)2/(1-

+

N

Ccx/ SIN)
((Ami2cxn log(ND) + V5cx)
(c21SI(log N + 26))
-

2

(C.46)

For any scaling of N and D, the second term on the left hand side is dominant so
that the LHS is O(V/log(D)/N). By assumption, the numerator of the right hand
side is O(N 2 ), whereas the demonimator is O(log3 / 2 N + ,log Nlog D)). So, as long
as N is large enough and D is o(eN), Eq. (C.46) is true'.

Looking at Eq. (C.46), a larger D would be fine; however, we state our result this way since
other results require D to be o(eN).
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